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The Lubetkin legacy / Marina Lewycka
North London in the twenty-first century: a place where a son will swiftly adopt an old lady and
take her home from hospital to impersonate his dear departed mother, rather than lose the
council flat. A time of golden job opportunities, though you might have to dress up as a coffee
bean or work as an intern at an undertaker or put up with champagne and posh French
dinners while your boss hits on you.

The Trouble With Goats and Sheep / Joanna Cannon
England,1976. Mrs Creasy is missing and The Avenue is alive with whispers. As the summer
shimmers endlessly on, ten-year-olds Grace and Tilly decide to take matters into their own
hands. And as the cul-de-sac starts giving up its secrets, the amateur detectives will find much
more than they imagined.

Lost & Found / Brooke Davis
At seven years old, Millie Bird realises that everything is dying around her. She wasn't to know
that after she had recorded twenty-seven assorted creatures in her Book of Dead Things her
dad would be a Dead Thing, too. Agatha Pantha is eighty-two and has not left her house since
her husband died. She sits behind her front window, hidden by the curtains, and shouts at
passers-by, roaring her anger at complete strangers. Karl the Touch Typist is eighty-seven
when his son kisses him on the cheek before leaving him at the nursing home. As he watches
his son leave, Karl has a moment of clarity. He escapes the home and takes off in search of
something different. Three lost people needing to be found. They don't know it yet but Millie,
Agatha and Karl are about to break the rules and discover what living is all about.

Calling Major Tom / David M. Barnett
A man who has given up on the world. A family who show him how to live. Forty-something
Thomas is very happy to be on his own, far away from other people and their problems. But
beneath his grumpy exterior lies a story and a sadness that is familiar to us all. And he's about
to encounter a family who will change his view of the world for good.

The Little Paris Bookshop / Nina George
On a beautifully restored barge moored on the Seine, Jean Perdu runs a bookshop, or more
accurately a 'literary apothecary' -- for this bookseller has a rare gift for sensing precisely which
book will soothe the troubled souls of each and every customer. The only person he is unable
to cure, it seems, is himself. He has been nursing a broken heart ever since the fateful night,
twenty-one years ago, when the love of his life fled Paris, leaving behind her only a letter that
he has never dared open. The unexpected arrival of a tearful, mysterious new neighbour at his
apartment building in rue Montagnard inspires Jean to put aside his loneliness, unlock his
heart and set off for Provence, in search of the past and his beloved.

The Elephant Keepers’ Children / Peter Hoeg
Peter and Tilte are trying to track down two notorious criminals: their parents. They are the
pastor and the organist, respectively, of the only church on the tiny island of Fino. Known for
fabricating cheap miracles to strengthen their congregation's faith, they have been in trouble
before. But this time their children suspect they are up to mischief on a greater scale. When
the children learn that scientific and religious leaders from around the world are assembling in
Copenhagen for a conference, they know their parents are up to something. Peter and Tilte's
quest to find them exposes conspiracies, terrorist plots, an angry bishop, a crazy headmaster,
two love struck police officers, a deluded aristocrat and much more along the way.
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This Book Will Save Your Life / A.M. Homes
An uplifting story set in Los Angeles about one man's effort to bring himself back to life.
Richard is a modern day everyman; a middle-aged divorcee trading stocks out of his home. He
has done such a good job getting his life under control that he needs no one. His life has
slowed almost to a standstill, until two incidents conspire to hurl him back into the world. One
day he wakes up with a knotty cramp in his back, which rapidly develops into an all-consuming
pain. At the same time a wide sinkhole appears outside his living room window, threatening
the foundations of his house.

All Together Now / Gill Hornby
Four strangers in the midst of difficult life transitions find friendship, purpose, and perfect pitch
in this heartfelt comic novel. In the small English village of St. Ambrose, the members of the
Bridgeford Community Choir have little in common. But when their singing coach dies
unexpectedly before a big contest, the motley group must join forces and voices in pursuit of
an impossible-seeming goal. Featuring an eclectic cast of characters including a mother
suffering from empty nest syndrome, a middle-aged man who has just lost his job and his
family, and a 19-year-old waitress who dreams of reality TV stardom, All Together Now is a
poignant and charming novel about small town life, community, falling in love, and the big
rewards of making a small change.

A Short History of Tractors in Ukrainian / Marina Lewycka
For years, Nadezhda and Vera, two Ukrainian sisters, raised in England by their refugee
parents, have had as little as possible to do with each other - and they have their reasons. But
now they find they'd better learn how to get along, because since their mother's death their
aging father has been sliding into his second childhood, and an alarming new woman has just
entered his life. Valentina, a bosomy young synthetic blonde from the Ukraine, seems to think
their father is much richer than he is, and she is keen that he leave this world with as little
money to his name as possible. If Nadazhda and Vera don't stop her, no one will. But
separating their addled and annoyingly lecherous dad from his new love will prove to be no
easy feat - Valentina is a ruthless pro and the two sisters swiftly realize that they are mere
amateurs when it comes to ruthlessness. As Hurricane Valentina turns the family house upside
down, old secrets come falling out, including the most deeply buried one of them all, from the
War, the one that explains much about why Nadazhda and Vera are so different.

The Curious Charms of Arthur Pepper / Phaedra Patrick
In this poignant and curiously charming debut, a lovable widower embarks on a life-changing
adventure. Sixty-nine-year-old Arthur Pepper lives a simple life. He gets out of bed at precisely
7:30 a.m., just as he did when his wife, Miriam, was alive. He dresses in the same grey slacks
and mustard sweater-vest, waters his fern, Frederica, and heads out to his garden. But on the
one-year anniversary of Miriam's death, something changes. Sorting through Miriam's
possessions, Arthur finds an exquisite gold charm bracelet he's never seen before. What
follows is a surprising and unforgettable odyssey that takes Arthur from London to Paris and
as far as India in an epic quest to find out the truth about his wife's secret life before they met - a journey that leads him to find hope, healing and self-discovery in the most unexpected
places.

Where’d You Go, Bernadette / Maria Semple
Bernadette Fox is notorious. To Elgie Branch, a Microsoft wunderkind, she's his hilarious,
volatile, talented, troubled wife. To fellow mothers at the school gate, she's a menace. To
design experts, she's a revolutionary architect. And to 15-year-old Bee, she is a best friend
and, quite simply, mum. Then Bernadette disappears. And Bee must take a trip to the end of
the earth to find her. Where'd You Go, Bernadette is a compulsively readable, irresistibly
written, deeply touching novel about misplaced genius and a mother and daughter's place in
the world.

